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The Wilkinsburg Historical Society will be hold it's next meeting on Monday, July 16,2001 at
7:30 pm in the Wesley Room of the South Avenue United Methodist Church. Our program for
the evening will be preSented by Terry Neccia, a graduate of eMU. where he studied architecture
and poetry. He spends much of his time helping to place houses on the National Historic
Register. To date he has been involved in adding 37 homes to the Register. Mr. Neccia will
present a slide program on the Quakers and the Underground Railroad. Since Wilkinsburg is
known to have its own connections to the Underground Railroad this should be a most interesting
talk. Don't forget to bring along a friend. we like to see lots of people attending our meetings.

Some of routes taken by slaves
when they headed north

Living in Pennsylvania we are all familiar
with the Mason-Dixon Line. It is the
southern boundary of our state and much
more. For many years it served to separate
north and south, slave and free lands. For
many of the slaves on the Underground
Railroad the Mason-Dixon line was the
first destination, the place where their
freedom began. The line itself has a
fascinating history. The following is taken
from the book "Walkin' the Line: A
journey from past to present along the
Mason-Dixon", by William Ecenbarger.

On March 1, 1780, the Pennsylvania
Assembly passed a law calling for the
graduated end of slavery, and the longest
portion of the Mason-Dixon Line became
the boundary not just between
Pennsylvania and Maryland, but between
freedom and slavery.
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During the days of discovery in the 1t h century, English
kings fell into the habit of handing out huge tracts of
American wilderness to their court favorites; they did
this in true cavalier fashion - that is. without any precise
geographical knowledge of the lands they proffered.

So it was that in 1632 King Charles 1 favored Cecilius
Calvert, the second Lord Baltimore and a Catholic, with
a large grant north of Virginia. Calvert named the area
Maryland in honor of Charles's Catholic queen.

Henrierta Maria. The charter set the northern boundary of Maryland as the fortieth degree of
latitude.

In 1681, King Charles IT gave William Penn a huge tract of land in America whose southern
boundary was the fortieth degree of latitude. In a separate grant, Penn also received the so-called
Three Lower Counties that now comprise the state of Delaware. The northern border of the
Three Lower Counties was to be part of a circle drawn at a twelve-mile radius from the
courthouse at New Castle.

The southern border of the main Penn grant (now Pennsylvania) was to extend along the fortieth
degree of latitude until it intersected with the circular boundary. This was the big problem - for
the fortieth parallel ran some thirteen miles north of the circle and at no point intersected. In
other words, it was mathematically, geographically, and physically impossible for both
proprietary families to have the land stated in their claims.

At first it didn't matter because no one really knew where the fortieth degree of latitude was. But
then sea captains, who had good navigational instruments, came into Philadelphia and warned
Penn that the city was in Maryland. Penn had no intention of surrendering his only port.

To establish their right to the disputed borderlands by actual occupation, both proprietors began
encouraging settlement by Gennan fanners, who had earned a reputation for permanency once
they moved in. Penn wrote letters to large property owners who considered themselves to be
residents of Maryland and informed them they were residents of Pennsylvania - and should start
paying taxes to same. Calvert retaliated with his own letters. But titles were insecure and tax
collections were uncertain. When tenants refused to pay taxes, sheriffs were sent out to enforce
the law. Soon the border was aflame with violence, bloodshed and, occasionally, death. The
settlers themselves cared very little which colony they were in. If the land was fertile. what
difference did it make - and why pay taxes to either wealthy British family?

Meanwhile, the proprietors and their descendants wrangled tediously for three generations.
Finally the king, exasperated by the rising border violence, stepped in and ordered both sides to
resolve the issue. Settlement was reached in an English court in 1750. Although the agreement
was called a compromise, the Penns clearly came out on top, because Pennsylvania's southern
border would run at latitude fifteen miles south of Philadelphia - significantly below the fortieth
degree of latitude.
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Commissioners were appointed, three to each side, to work on the specific boundary. Local
sun/eyors were hired. and they began at Fenwick Island on the Atlantic. They successfully ran a
seventy-mile east-west line between the ocean and the Chesapeake Bay to establish the Middle
Point between the two bodies of water. Here another petty squabble between the proprietors held
up work for a decade. It wasn't until 1760 that another team of colonial surveyors took up the
next step - creating a line heading north from the Middle Point. When the local talent faltered,
Penn and Calvert consulted the Royal Observatory, which recommended two English
astronomer-mathematicians - Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon.

A contract was drawn up in 1763. Mason and Dix arrived in Philadelphia on November 15,
1763, and got down to business immediately. For most of the Line, they worked in short bursts
of about ten miles, calibrating their position and direction by the stars and them measuring on the
ground with rods and chains. They accepted the Middle Point established by the colonial
surveyors some thirteen years earlier, then moved north eighty-seven miles to a point between the
thirty-ninth and fortieth parallels (and fifteen miles south of Philadelphia). Here they pushed
west 230 miles to a point between western Pennsylvania and what is now West Virginia.

It was a solid piece of work - an achievement of skill and courage. Battling accidents, hostile
Indians, snow-covered mountains. dense forests, flooded rivers. wild animals. and nit-picking
bureaucrats, Mason and Dixon plotted a boundary that is stilt accepted by the U. S. Geodetic
Survey. The most sophisticated modem equipment shows that they strayed only a few hundred
feet one way or the other.

The Mason -Dixon Line was a scientific landmark in the history of geodesy - the science of
determining exact positions on large portions of the earth's surface. Until Mason and Dixon
drew the Line, geodesy had been largely theoretical; it had not been applied to long boundaries
where the earth's curvature could cause complications. The Line became a model for many other
surveys in the United States and the British Empire.

The survey was formally approved on November 9, 1768 - ending eighty-seven years of dispute
between the Calverts and the Penns, who, in one of history's ironies. would lose their land to the
American Revolution in eight years. Mason and Dixon left America' on September II, 1768 
four years and ten months after they arrived. They never worked together again. Within twenty
years, both men would be dead.

What they had drawn is still one of the most unusual boundaries on earth. It is wholly artificial,
wholly non-topographical. Most boundaries between states and nations have been determined by
land features such as rivers and mountains. But the Mason-Dixon Line does not follow anything
palpable; it runs along uneven latitudes and longitudes, and at no point does it touch any
prominent landmark. Except for its stone markers, it is invisible - an arbitrary and man-made
demarcation. direct and true, but with dimension.

It is, simultaneously, a product of reason and a national
landmark.
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Our "Show and Tell" meeting for this year will be our August 20th meeting.
Now is lhe lime to beginning planning thinking about what 'treasure' you will bring along to

share with our membership. This meeting is always great fun! It is at its best when we all bring
along something to share. Some of our best moments have been from our members telling some

of their remembrances of old Wilkinsburg or recollections from the past. As with all our
meetings we welcome quests. Maybe someone you know as something they would like to bring

along. We challenge everyone attending the meeting to add a little something to our 'pot' .
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Independence Day
is more
than Fireworks!

Every year we celebrate the 4th of July with
picnics, fireworks, and a day family and
friends. But it should also be a day to
remember just what we are celebrating. We
are often so involved with out daily lives
and the difficulties, political, social, and
economical to remember just how lucky we
are to be living in a nation who's ideals were
set down by Thomas 1effe"'on 225 years
ago. As members of our Historical Society
we, perhaps more than many others, should

take a time to consider our
nalions past, and the promise
of her future. Our summer is
half over as is our society's
year. WE have a lot to
celebrate!
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